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NEHES 2013 Awards Banquet Honors Excellence

Dudley Named Engineer of
the Year

Brisson Receives Chapter
Leadership Award

Milt Dudley, CPE, CHFM, CHEC,
Director of Engineering at Inland
Hospital in Waterville, Maine was
honored as the Engineer of the Year
recently at the New England
Healthcare Engineers’ Society Fall
Conference in Portland, Maine.
The Engineer of the Year Award
recognizes a member’s contributions
beyond their normal duties to their
local state chapter, to NEHES, and to
the facilities management profession.
While he has been an integral part of
many initiatives, those that nominated
him as Engineer of the Year made
special note of his dedicated work to
setting up the Administrative Director’s
Office for NEHES resulting in a
consistent professional presence and
contact point for members, prospective
members and vendors.

Alison Brisson, Plant Operations
Manager at Wentworth-Douglass
Hospital in Dover, New Hampshire was
honored at the NEHES Fall Conference
as a recipient of the Chapter Leadership
Award. She received the award for her
outstanding work with her professional
association in New Hampshire. Brisson
has served as a NEHES Board Member
and a Chapter Representative for the
New Hampshire Healthcare Engineers’
Society.
In addition to receiving a
commemorative plaque, Brisson will
receive free conference admission to the
2014 Spring Seminar and Fall
Conference. The awardee also receives
a stipend toward the cost of the 2014
ASHE national conference and
consideration as a NEHES candidate for
the ASHE Emerging Regional
Leadership award.

Mona Receives Lifetime
Achievement Award
For anyone who has met Joe Mona, it
comes as no surprise that he was
honored for the Lifetime Presidential
Award at the NEHES Fall Conference.
Mona is well known for his
professionalism, dedication and sense of
humor during his many years as a
NEHES member.
Established in 2011 by then NEHES
President, Dave Dagenais, the Lifetime
President’s Award goes to the person
deemed by the sitting president to have
a long history of service to NEHES.
Mona joins previous winners, Don
Garrison (2011) of Farmingdale, Maine
and Jack Gosselin (2012) of North
Stonington, Connecticut.
Take a look at Mona’s heartfelt
acceptance speech. Joe Mona Speech

NEHES Spring Seminar—Friday, March 21, 2014
Hosted by Vermont Healthcare Engineers’ Society –Leominster, MA
The Vermont Society
of Healthcare Engineers’ is
promising a first class education event at
the NEHES Spring Seminar set for Friday, March 21, 2014 in Leominster, MA.
The one day annual event presents
education sessions suggested by facility
managers and grants continuing education credits to maintain certifications.

Education is vital in today’s healthcare
facility profession. As the complexity of
what we do changes with technology and
compliance regulation, today’s
healthcare engineer has to expand their
scope of knowledge just to keep up with
the day-to-day requirements of their jobs.
Attendees will be able to visit with
dozens of booths sponsored by vendors

with products and services of interest to
members. Online registration for
attendees will be available by year end
on the NEHES home page.
Registration for vendor partners to
exhibit at the conference will also be
available online by year end.
NEHES member, Mark Blanchard is
Chair for the Spring Seminar.

NEHES Fall Conference Lands in Portland, Maine
Education Sessions—the Foundation of NEHES Events

NEHES Conference Hosts Top Notch Sessions— Education sessions were jam packed with info as
NEHES members listened to healthcare engineering experts at the Fall Conference in Maine. Subjects
ranged from a Joint Commission Update, to preparing for a CMS Survey, to bridging the gap between clinical
and non-clinical in support of clinical and business outcomes and on to modular on-demand boiler systems.
For those who hold certifications that require continuing education, the American Society of Healthcare
Engineers has granted 11.5 contact hours, or 1.15 CEUs for this conference.
Many NEHES members say that educational opportunities are one of the best benefits of membership.
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Fall Conference Keynote Inspires “Boston Strong”
The keynote
presentation
started with
Dr. Eric
Goralnick,
Medical
Director of
Emergency Preparedness and Associate
Clinical Director at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital Emergency Department taking
the microphone.
“78,” he said with emotion in his voice.
“78,” he repeated bringing more attention
to the number.
“That’s how many times we trained for
disasters in the Boston area in the last
eight years,” said Goralnick. He added
that his hospital’s Emergency Operations
Plan was activated by a Code Amber or
anticipation of an event, twelve
times during 2012. Many of those drills
included simulated disasters that might
take place at a Boston sporting event
including the Bruins, Celtics and Red Sox.
And while the training proved to be

helpful in emergency planning, nothing
could have prepared the Boston area for
the horrific bombings that took place at
the finish line for the Boston Marathon in
April of 2013.
Goralnick gave a detailed timeline of the
pre-event preparation for the Boston
Marathon that is routinely done by the
medical community. But when two bomb
blasts occurred on that day, the roll out of
events changed abruptly.
“Everyone pulled together to meet the
crisis,” said Goralnick, noting that
marathon observers—just regular
citizens— put themselves in potential
danger to help the injured. In addition,
first responders were on the spot
immediately to help treat the injured.
The bombings brought 264 injured
persons to 24 Boston area hospitals. At
Brigham and Women’s alone there were
39 survivors treated with 16 admitted and
9 requiring emergent surgery.
George Player, CPE, FMA, Director of
Engineering Services at Brigham and

Women’s Hospital joined the session
describing the logistical issues
experienced in the disaster event.
“While I wasn’t in town on the day of the
bombings, I was in touch with the hospital
to see that logistical issues were handled
well,” said Player. “In some ways, it was
more difficult handling the city lockdown
that occurred a few days after the
bombings when law officials were tracking
down the bombers.” Player noted that
with residents banned from travelling at
that time, staffing the hospital had its
challenges.
“Things worked because we focused on
patient care and security,” said Player.
“Facilities supported all services where
required.”
“Communication was vital,” added
Goralnick, noting that staff was constantly
addressing concerns and rumors.
“Our communications were clear,
concise and timely as we addressed staff
concerns as well as the public’s.”
Boston Strong

Go to the NEHES website for presentations from the NEHES Fall Conference.
Eugene A. Cable, P.E., Life Safety Consultants, NEHES NFPA Liaison: "The Life Safety Score Card." (PDF)
Bryan F. Connors, MS, CIH, Healthcare Practice Leader: "Surviving a CMS Accreditation Survey: What Facility Managers Need to
Know." (PDF)
Dave Dagenais, FASHE, CHFM, CHSP, Director of Plant Operations/Security & Safety Officer: "Joint Commission Update 2013" (PPTX)
Deborah Kay DeMaso, CPMP, Senior Project Manager, Senior Associate; Michael P. Feyler, Senior Electrical Cx Engineer Senior Associate, Co Director Building Solutions, RDK Engineers: "What you should know about owner-based health care facility commissioning" (PDF)
Marc Fournier, MBA, MHA, FACHE, Vice President Support Services, Southern Maine Medical Center: "Regulatory and Operational Facility Grid. (PDF)"
Andrew Hall, Sales Manager, Huntair Healthcare / CLEANSUITE® Systems: "Modular Controlled Flow Operating Rooms." (PDF)
MaineGeneral Team: "IPD in Action- The MaineGeneral Medical Center Success Story" (PDF)
Diane Martel, Tarket: "Something in the Air: What You Can’t See Can Hurt You. " (PDF)
Nick Masci, VP and Lean Practitioner - Haley & Aldrich; Cynthia Page, VP, Clinical/Support Services, Beth Israel Deaconess Milton:
"Bridging the Gap Between Clinical and Non‐Clinical: Improvements that Support Clinical Outcomes and Result in Fundamental Bus iness
Results." (PDF)
Hemant Mehta, P.E.: "How Chilled Water Optimization makes Cogeneration More Effective with a Better Payback." (PDF)
Jason Smith, LEED A.P. CEM: "Modular On-Demand Boiler Systems." (PDF)
Rick Soucy, GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.: "Compliance with New Air Pollution Regulations for Boilers and Emergency Generators - The
Basics of What Every Facilities Manager Should Know" (PDF)
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NEHES Fall Conference Lands in Portland, Maine
Maine Hosted Networking and Awards
(At left) Administrative
Team– NEHES Administrative Director Assistant,
Michele Deane, and NEHES
Administrative Director, Jack
Gosselin kept things running
smoothly at registration.
(At right) NEHES Spouses
Member spouses enjoyed
touring the area during the
Fall Conference...including
LLBean in Freeport.
(At left) Maine Hospitality–
The registration table at the
Holiday Inn had non-stop
activity during the three day
conference. (At right) NEHES
Archives -Maine member,
Randy Hussey takes a
glimpse at the NEHES
Archives table complete with
plaques, awards and past
newsletters. NEHES was
founded in 1958.

(At left) Awards Banquet
Party– NEHES member,
Brian Sallisky and wife, Mary,
settle in before the Awards
Banquet begins. (At right)
Catching Up - The banquet
room is the ideal place to
catch up with long-time or
new acquaintances at the
NEHES Conference.

(At left) Passing the Gavel–
NEHES President, Gary
Valcourt passes the gavel to
the new NEHES President,
Ed Lydon.
(At right) Pre-Banquet
Connection– NEHES
members from Connecticut
chat before dinner. (From
left) Fred Leffingwell, Tony
Caputo and Steve Jaloweic.

To see a photo book from the Fall Conference, go to NEHES Photo book. You can also see photos
from NEHES events on the Home Page under Photo Gallery at nehes.org.
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NEHES Fall Conference Lands in Portland, Maine
Vendor Partners Highlight the Event—A Perfect Golfing Day

Conference Highlight– NEHES members
enjoyed the opportunity of visiting with dozens of
Vendor Partners in the Exhibition Hall at the Fall
Conference.
Members welcomed the opportunity to learn
about services and products that can help them at
their facilities.
Photos include our Platinum Sponsors for the
Fall Conference. (Clockwise from left) Consigli
Construction Co., Bard, Rao + Anthanas
Consulting Engineers, and PC Construction
Company Inc.

Winning team (above) with Robby Robertson, Ron Freeman, Bill LeMay and Robert Parris
scored a 57 for –13 under par. 2nd place (at right above) Bill Lemos, Jim Brookshire, Bill Smith
and Joe Vaccari shot a 61 for –9 under par. 3rd place (at left below) Martin Blatt, Bill Lepito,
Jake Hart, and Adam Wagner shot a 66 for –4 under par.

Closest to the pin on Hole
8 was Jessica Samios at 38’
and Scott Conover at 5’.
Closest to the pin on
Hole 17 was Eve Norris at
24’ 4” and Adam Wagner at
11’ 7”.
Longest drive for women
was Lisa Brady and for men,
Keith Cloutier.
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NEHES Annual Meeting 2013
New Officers, Plans for 2014, and By-laws Review

Highlights of the 2013
NEHES Annual Meeting


By-Law Review
 A motion was passed to eliminate
Article V Section 5-16 of the byFor the year’s recap and 2014
laws. This eliminates reference to
goals, see the President &
the Executive Secretary position
President Elect’s Report on page 7.
which no longer exists.



Treasurer’s Report was given by
Paul Cantrell and accepted by
those gathered.



The slate of officers for 2014
were elected by the membership.



PresidentEd Lydon
President-Elect: Paul Cantrell 
Secretary:
Jona Roberts
Treasurer:
Alison Brisson
Confirmation of Annual Dues
 The Board of Directors
recommends that the annual dues 
for NEHES in 2014 will be $25.00
for Active Members (Waived) and
$100.00 for Supporting Members.
Honorary Members are not
required to pay dues.

A motion was passed to eliminate
reference to the Executive
Secretary in Article IX. This
section now reads “Application for
membership will be sent directly to
the Membership Committee
Chairperson or his/her designee."
A motion was passed to eliminate
Article IX Section 9-9. This section
eliminates reference to the
Executive Secretary position which
no longer exists.
In a very close vote of 23 in favor
and 24 opposed the wording of
Article IV Section 4-4 remains as it
is currently. With the motion
failed, the wording will still read,
Active membership will remain

available only to engineers who
are directly employed by a
healthcare organization.


A second amendment to Article IV
Section 4-4 also failed to pass with
a vote of 18 in favor and 25
opposed. With the motion failed, it
was decided that a new
membership category of Active
Member Non Directly Employed
will not be created.



An amendment to Article IV
Section 4-3 was passed with 50
in favor and 0 opposed. With the
passing of the motion, there will
now be an additional category of
membership. In addition to the
current categories of Active,
Associate, Honorary, and
Supporting there will be an
additional category titled
Educator/Student membership.

**Want to see the entire set of by-laws that govern the New England Healthcare Engineers’ Society? Go to the home
page at www.nehes.org and click on the By-Laws link. The NEHES By-Laws Chair is member, Kevin Keating.
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President’s Message– Gary Valcourt
By Gary Valcourt,
CHFM, CHSP
Senior Director of
Facilities Capital
Planning and
Management
2013 NEHES
President

Looking back on
2013, I’m pleased
with the progress
we’ve made in advancing the goals of
the New England Healthcare Engineers’
Society. I have a few thoughts as my
term as President is about to end and I
turn over the leadership to the capable
hands of Ed Lydon.
Many thanks to my fellow officers Ed
Lydon, Paul Cantrell, Jona Roberts and
the entire Board of Directors for their
support and dedication to work
collaboratively to advance our
organization.
I want to thank all the NEHES members
who attend our seminars, conferences
and special events for their ongoing
support. Our organization is all about
advancing our education and networking
with our peers in the healthcare
engineering field. As you share your

hopes, visions, fears and challenges with
one another, you make NEHES an
organization where members reach out
to support one another with the goal of
creating improvements and sharing best
practices.
There’s a special place in NEHES, too,
for our Supporting Members, those
vendor partners who provide new and
innovative products and services for our
industry. Your commitment to be
members of NEHES and to set up

vendor exhibits at our events is
exemplary.
I’m most pleased that we were able to
accomplish the following this year.




We were able to improve
electronic (online) registration for
membership and conference
attendance. Our goal was to use the 
online technology available to
enhance the registration process
and to provide convenience for our
members.
I’m pleased with the professional
development process for our
members. We continue to
showcase events with continuing
education credits to maintain

certifications. I’m most pleased that
we offer these opportunities at low
cost or no cost to our members. We
also continue to provide scholarship
support for those seeking advanced
degrees in our industry. Our
commitment to support educational
advancement is strong and will
continue that way in the coming
years.
I’m pleased with our renewed
marketing efforts. With an updated
brochure and an upgrade of our
website and newsletter, we have
made great strides in our
professional branding. NEHES has
grown in its visibility and
professionalism. Members should
be proud.
We still need to continue our work to
increase membership in NEHES.
There are still too many of our
healthcare colleagues who are not
enjoying the benefits of NEHES
membership. We’ve done well, but
we need to do better.

Here’s wishing you all a great holiday
season and a successful new year both
professionally and personally.

President-Elect’s Message—Ed Lydon
By Ed Lydon,
SASHE, CHFM

additional leadership to the Board.
 Promote involvement in the
I also want to thank Paul Cantrell, from
organization.
the New Hampshire Chapter, for
 Foster membership at the local level.
becoming President-Elect for NEHES.
 Promote broad organizational
With Jona Roberts still at the helm as
scholarship opportunities for NEHES
2013 NEHES Board Secretary, I feel we have a strong team
members.
President-Elect
ready to face the challenges ahead for
NEHES.
The Board overwhelmingly passed a
comprehensive operational budget that
NEHES Retreat—Time To Reflect supports the aforementioned mission
and vision of the society.
I want to start this message by saying
We recently completed the annual
Elsewhere in this newsletter you will
thank you to Gary Valcourt for his year of retreat at the Mystic Marriott in Mystic,
find a summary of how the overall goals
service as NEHES President. Gary’s
Connecticut (the site of our 2014 Fall
will be supported by committees. In this
leadership will always be remembered
Conference) with many board members newsletter, you’ll find a list of the new
for his willingness to ask questions and
and committee chairs in attendance.
NEHES Board Members as well as and
his dedication to improving our
This year the Board of Directors
my Board Appointments on key
organization. I always appreciated his
agreed to organizational goals that will
committees.
thoughtful analysis and his insight into
propel the organization into developing
If you have any ideas or suggestions
the workings of NEHES. Thanks Gary!
professional growth for members as well on how we can improve NEHES, I
I’m energized by the appointment of a as growth of the society with
welcome your thoughts. Contact me at
new officer on the Board. Alison Brisson, enhancements in the value NEHES can elydon@nhs-healthlink.org.
from the New Hampshire Chapter, was
offer.
Here’s to our great success in the new
elected to the position of NEHES
year.
Treasurer. I look forward to working with The three target areas will include:
Alison as she brings
Assistant Vice
President of Support
Services
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Dagenais Named President Elect of ASHE
efficiencies, develop new technologies in design, construction,
and operation, while still providing an environment that
produces better outcome for our patients.”

On goals for his term as president:
“My passion has always been in the world of code
development and advocacy. With that being said, during my
term of presidency we must accomplish unified code. By
creating consistency in the codes and how they are enforced
we will save millions of wasted dollars which could be utilized
for other patient centered concerns to improve outcomes. We
all need to understand how to spend the saved dollars wisely.
My second accomplishment will be to identify and develop
tools, training and communications to ensure members in
healthcare’s built environment can directly impact patient
outcomes.”

NEHES Member to Lead ASHE 2015
New England will be well represented on the national stage
as Dave Dagenais, CHSP, CHFM, FASHE, became the
President Elect of the American Society for Healthcare
Engineers (ASHE) in the recent nationwide election.
Dagenais will serve as president-elect in 2014 and will
assume the role of ASHE president in 2015. He currently
serves as Director of Plant Operations and Security at
Wentworth-Douglas Hospital in Dover, New Hampshire and
has been a longstanding member of NEHES. He has helped
lead ASHE’s advocacy work and has been involved with code
development organizations to improve the codes and
standards regulating hospitals for several decades.
Here are excerpts from Dave’s interview with ASHE.

On helping members achieve their personal
goals :

“My time on the ASHE Board of Directors has built a greater
enthusiasm and understanding for the need of a career path
that provides personal growth to our members.
We do a great job providing our members training,
education, and networking which they need to grow
professionally. However I think we can do a better job
On challenges faced by ASHE members:
providing paths such as online classes, financial assistance
“I believe the common challenge facing all of us is to
and specific degree programs at both the undergraduate and
continue to support the built environment of healthcare with
graduate level. I will work diligently to expand the current
less money. Being successful at doing more with less is a
ASHE model to provide greater access to these degree
continuous evolution.
programs as well as creating mechanisms to financially
ASHE’s strategic plan, focused on three main categories, 1) support these programs.” Read more of Dave’s plans or view
unified code, 2) succession planning, and 3) health facility
his ASHE video at Dave ASHE Goals.
commissioning. This plan is designed to be extremely flexible.
That flexibility will ensure that all of our members receive the
NEHES members will have an extra treat during Dagenais'
resources and education they need to continue to be leaders
year as ASHE president in 2015. The 52nd ASHE Annual
in their field. We must have the knowledge to improve
Conference will take place on July 12 to 15 in Boston.

NEHES Board Receives Recognition

The NEHES Board of Directors gathered in a photo after receiving their slate of awards. Left to right Wes Pooler,
Dave Rosinski, Tyson Moulton, Josh Philbrook, Fred Leffingwell, John Duraes, Larry Williams, John Crowley, Steve Jalowiec, Milt Dudley, Dave Dagenais, Gene Cable, Kevin Keating, Paul Cantrell, Randy Hussey, Ed Lydon, Ron Vachon,
Jona Roberts, Alison Brisson, and Gary Valcourt. (Absent: Mark Blanchard)
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2014 NEHES Appointments
NEHES President, Ed Lydon is
pleased to announce the following
appointments for 2014.

Executive Committee:
President:
President Elect:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Past President:

Ed Lydon
Paul Cantrell
Jona Roberts
Alison Brisson
Gary Valcourt

Scholarship Chairs:
Wes Pooler

Membership– Bill Smith
Website/Newsletter– Ron Vachon
Steering/By-Laws– Kevin Keating

Chapter Representatives:
Research
Kevin Keating—John Crowley

Education/Career Development
Jona Roberts

Liaisons
ASHE Region I—Dave Dagenais

Supporting Member Liaison
Mike Walsh

Vermont:
Mark Blanchard
New Hampshire: Peter Girard
Maine:
Milt Dudley
Massachusetts: Larry Williams
Rhode Island: Jim Gilmore
Connecticut:
Paul Roth

Audit Committee
Kevin Keating, Chair
Paul Cantrell, Jona Roberts,
Alison Brisson

Spring Seminar- Host VHES

Advocacy
Tyson Moulton– Randy Hussey

Parliamentarian- John Crowley
Marketing—Dave Rosinski

Mark Blanchard, Chair

Fall Conference– Host CHES
Steve Jaloweic & Paul Roth

2015 ASHE Conference
Ed Lydon, John Duraes, Gary Valcourt
Mike Walsh, and Alison Brisson

NEHES Board Retreat 2013—Reflecting and Planning



The NEHES Board Retreat brought
forth an energized set of plans for 2014.
Here is a brief overview of the work plan
for next year.



Membership Committee:
 Create satisfaction surveys for
members and vendors to assess
value in participating in NEHES.
 Plan and participate in local (state)
networking opportunities for member
recruitment.
 Market the progression plan toward
serving on the Board of Directors
 Work on governance and alignment
of growth.



Marketing Committee:
 Continue to build the brand
exposure through repetitive use of
logo.
 Create a NEHES Store.
 Commission a professionally
designed promotional booth.
Website/Newsletter Committee:
 Produce audio and visual clips on





the website to promote the society,
and to provide education, info, and
member recognition.
Produce 4 newsletters a year.
Build a Board Member-only portal on
website to house board publications
and materials.
Expand Social Media elements
(Blogs and LinkedIn).
Develop a strategic succession
contingency plan for website
continuity.
Assess products for ease of use and
control of image. Seek
opportunity in using other online
modules.
Plan and construct a NEHES Online
Store. Team with Marketing Chair to
populate product line and arrange
sales and distribution.




Create a Speakers Bureau.
Create a PowerPoint to orient new
board members to the board.

Advocacy Committee:
 Link ASHE Online – Repaving the
Advocacy Highway to NEHES
Membership.
 Online tool kit for members.
 Publish the advocacy questions and
answers in NEHES newsletter.
 Provide online links to helpful
resources.
Supporting Members:
 Assess NEHES value to Supporting
Members via a survey.
 Hold two to three open forums with
Supporting Members.
 Assist in establishing a formal
guidance document for conferences
and seminars

Education Committee /
Scholarship Committee
 Provide educational opportunities by Conferences / Seminars:
supporting entry into training and

Assist in establishing a formal
seminar programs.
guidance document for
 Explore networking with educational
conferences and seminars.
organizations to provide formal
 Plan the NEHES portion of the 2015
training in facility management or
ASHE Conference.
appropriate programs in higher
education such as educational
certificates MBA, MHA, etc.
 Explore Online Training through
NEHES web to the membership.
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New and Renewing NEHES Members—Welcome Aboard!
Massachusetts
Sean Dwyer
President
Paradigm Construction Corporation
Billerica, MA
Shelby Trahan
Marketing and Sales Account
Manager
Denmar Pump Services, Inc.
Stoughton, MA
Bryan Connors
Healthcare Practice Leader
Environmental Health and
Engineering inc.
Needham, MA

Joseph Richardson
Area Facilities Manager
Kindred Healthcare
Leicester, MA
Donald Boudreau, HVAC Tech
Northern Berkshire healthcare
North Adams, MA
John Schultz, Director of Facilities
New England Rehabilitation
Hospital
Woburn, MA

Sara Kurz
Business Systems Associate
Bradley Cardoso, Senior Associate Hartford Hospital
Shrewsbury, MA
Marguiles Perruzzi Architects
Boston, MA
Jonathan Stebbins
Maintenance Director
Ryan Evans, Branch Manager
Kindred Healthcare Inc.
Gexpro
Jefferson, MA
Wakefield, MA
Robert May, Jr., President
Fuss & O'Neill EnviroScience, LLC
Boston, MA

Michael Canning
Director of Facilities
St. Elizabeth's Medical Center
Brighton, MA

Kathleen Stanley
Business Development
Innovative Engineering Solutions
Inc.
Walpole, MA

Thomas Lake, Director
Facilities Operations
St. Anne's Hospital
Fall River, MA

Kevin Smith
Healthcare Sales Representative
Sherwin-Williams
Dorchester, MA

Jim Berry
Project Development
Consigli Construction
Boston, MA

Kathleen Wonkka
Associate Principal
MDS/Miller Dyer Spears
Boston, MA

Russell Reeves, Utilities Manager
Sturdy Memorial Hospital
Attleboro, MA

Erin Higgins, Staff Scientist
CIH Environmental Health &
Engineering, Inc
Needham Heights, MA
Martin Batt, President
Isgenuity LLC
Boston, MA
James Howard
Application Engineer
Cummins Northeast
Braintree, MA
Ronda Paradis, Principal
Healthcare Development HDR
Architecture, Inc.
Boston, MA
Anthony F. Cavallaro, President
JACA Architects Inc.
Quincy, MA
Stephen Montibello
Director of Business Development
BR+A Consulting Engineers, LLC
Watertown, MA

Matthew Cataldo
Director Business Development
OM Workplace
Duxbury, MA
Dana Swenson
Sr. Vice President / Chief Facilities
Officer
UMass Memorial Health Care
System
Worcester, MA
Stephen Hamilton
Project Manager - Facilities
Planning
South Shore Hospital
Weymouth, MA
R. Keith Garratt,
Associate Principal
TROJB
Boston, MA

Connecticut
David Cripe, Project Executive
Skanska
New Haven, CT

New Hampshire

Steve Krawczynski, President
Ken Hoeppner, Vice President
Hal Kerr, Associate
MacMillin
Robert Rutkowski
Keene, NH
van Zelm Heywood & Shadford, Inc.
Farmington, CT
David Santuccio
Buildings and Grounds Supervisor
Sam Sacks Sr.,
Southern NH Medical Center
Regional Sales Manager
Nashua, NH
Dur-A-Flex, Inc.
East Hartford, CT
Bruce Harrison, Facilities Manager
Maplewood Nursing Home Tanya Cutolo
Cheshire County
Executive Dir. of Design & Business
Westmoreland, NH
Development
R&L Construction
Larry Milliron
Branford, CT
Chief Facilities Coordinator
Cheshire Medical Center
Chris-Philip Onofrio BD Manager
Keene, NH
Langan Engineering
New Haven, CT
Alan Owens, Director of Facilities
New London Hospital
Joseph Glaski
New London, NH
Director of Healthcare Services
Stonington Services
Brian Douglass, HVAC Mechanic
Gales Ferry, CT
Richard Wurtele, Electrician
Mitchell Michaud,
John Coughlin
Maintenance Mechanic
Facility Services Manager
Concord Hospital
Brand Services
Concord, NH
Gales Ferry, CT
John Sterry, Project Manager
Danbury Hospital
Danbury, CT
Kerry W Kerr
Director, Engineering (interim)
Hartford Hospital
Hartford, CT

Vermont
John Butterfield, Vice President
Hallam-ICS
South Burlington, VT
Robin Boudreau
Electrical/Equipment Supervisor
Thomas Ellis
Supervising Plant Engineer
Aaron Fay, Electrical Supervisor
Leif (Dave) Keelty
Director of Facilities Planning and
Development
Fletcher Allen Health Care
Burlington, VT
Raymond D. Forsell
Clinical Engineer
University of Vermont-Technical
Services Program
Burlington, VT
Mark A. Blanchard
Engineering Director
Springfield Medical Care Systems
Springfield, VT
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Maine
Scott Whitaker, Sales
Canfield Systems, Inc.
Scarborough, ME
Mark Severance
Maintenance Manager
Eastern Maine Medical Center
Corinth, ME
Randall B. Charpentier
Principal Consultant
HealthSafe New England
Lewiston, ME
Tyler Ferguson
Operations Director
Northeast Firestopping Solutions
Saco, ME
Matthew Cook, Operations
Manager Intermed
Portland, ME

Rhode Island
James Carroll, Director of Facilities
Butler Hospital
Providence RI

New York
Barry Duignan, President
Barry J. Duignan, P.E. Consulting,
LLC
New York NY
John Pardo, Vice President
Addabbo Health Center Clinics
Averse, NY

Supporting Member Update
NEHES Supporting Member Liaison, Reverse Advertising for NEHES
By Steve Jalowiec, membership initiative was "Reverse
Advertising for NEHES".
Vice-President
The idea is simple; let’s have
Engineering Services
Supporting Members help recruit and
Hospital Energy
retain Active Members for NEHES.
I know that many of you have regular
contact
with the facility management
Steve Jalowiec has served on the
leaders,
staff, and administration at
NEHES Board of Directors in the role
hospitals across New England and I’m
of Advocacy Liaison, Secretary,
hoping that you might share these
President-Elect and President.
contacts to benefit NEHES.
Recently, he has served in a special
appointment for NEHES as a
Supporting Member Liaison to the
Board of Directors.

Supporting Member Update
In the past year, I’ve had the
privilege of meeting with a small group
of Supporting Members to solicit their
input about NEHES membership.
In listening to their concerns, I’ve
been able to improve NEHES
relationships with them and to enhance
their opportunities to network with our
membership at events like the Spring
Seminar and Fall Conference. Their
feedback and insight has been much
appreciated in small group meetings or
with special meetings with the Board of
Directors.
I can’t thank our NEHES Supporting
Members enough for their willingness
to partner in the future growth of our
professional society.

You’ll also note that there are five types
of membership including Active,
Associate, Educator/Student, Honorary
and Supporting. There’s a category to fit
almost anyone involved with healthcare
facility management and related support
services.
I thank you, in advance, for helping
drive the initiative for new members. I
hope you consider inviting a colleague to
join New England’s premiere healthcare
engineering society– NEHES.
Remember, it is an investment that can
only grow as healthcare engineering
becomes more complex and challenging
in the coming years.

New Supporting Member
Liaison
Mike Walsh, Vice-President for
Business Development at Suffolk
Some of these contacts are existing
members who may not be well supported Construction will be taking over the
either financially or time-wise to be active
position of Supporting
and attend our seminars. Perhaps, by
Member Liaison to the
taking the time to show your own support
NEHES Board of
of NEHES to top administration, it could
Directors.
make the difference to have someone
In making the
more actively involved in NEHES.
appointment, President-

Reverse Advertising Designed
to Help NEHES Recruitment
As you know, NEHES seminars are well
run and provide members with valuable
and timely information necessary to
succeed at their jobs. The cost and time
to attend NEHES events are minimal
when compared to national programs.
Also, remember that if a member is not
attending a seminar because of financial
constraints, NEHES, has scholarship
money available to support their
It was great seeing many of you at the attendance.
If you find staff that are not members
NEHES Fall Conference and I thank you
for sharing your thoughts on how Active of our organization, then recruiting them
to the society would, again, benefit both
and Supporting Members can work
the Society and Supporting Members.
together.
During the discussions I had with many For membership info, click here.
of you, the term we coined for a new
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Elect, Ed Lydon said
that Walsh has a keen
interest in growing the work that has
been started by Steve Jalowiec on
behalf of Supporting Members.
Walsh started with Suffolk
Construction in 2006 as a Project
Manager and he has since become a
Director of Business Development and
is currently a Vice-President with the
company.
If you have any suggestions on ways
to improve NEHES membership for
Supporting Members, please forward
them to Mike Walsh at
mwalsh@suffolkconstruction.com
We welcome article submissions from
all NEHES members including Supporting Members who offer products
and services. If you have an idea to
share, contact Ron Vachon,
Newsletter Chair at
rvachon@stmarysmaine.com or Dan
Marois, Newsletter Editor at
dmarois@fairpoint.net.

Communications on the Move
What is Ahead for 2014?
By Ron Vachon, SASHE,
CHFM, CHEC

Director of Plant Operations
St Mary's Health System
My goal as Chair of
the NEHES newsletter
and website is to
provide key information
to our members that will be of
importance in their daily work. My
biggest challenge is to sort out what the
“key” information is.
Let’s face it, there is no shortage of
information coming your way through
many different channels. E-mails.
Webinars. White Papers. Podcasts.
Television. Radio. Websites.
My best barometer as to what is the
most important information for NEHES
members starts on my own desk here in
Lewiston, Maine. If something is high on
my daily work priorities, I suspect it is
high on yours as well whether you’re in a
small rural hospital in Vermont or a large
medical center in Massachusetts. We all
share the same issues and my hope for
NEHES’ communications is to provide
you timely and accurate information that
can help you at your facilities.

See more about ASHRAE P188 in the
Codes
and Standards section of the
Looking Toward 2014
newsletter.
With a new year only weeks away,
In the new year, I urge you to
there’s anticipation in the healthcare
communicate often. Share information.
industry. And while the national attention
Contact colleagues for advice. Attend
is focused on health insurance and the
education sessions.
Affordable Care Act, NEHES members
We can communicate great things!
are focused in other areas.
The new Facility Guidelines Institute
(FGI) book is expected to be released in
Online Newsletter Advantage
April of 2014. NEHES members can
expect the Guidelines for Design and
Be sure you sign up to receive your
Construction of Hospitals and Outpatient
online version of the NEHES
Facilities and Guidelines for Design and
Newsletter to enjoy features that you
Construction of Residential Health Care
won’t receive in the printed edition.
and Support Facilities.
To date, the American Society for
 Electronic distribution directly to
Healthcare Engineering (ASHE) has only
your e-mail one week before the
indicated that articles on the major
print editions arrive in the mail.
changes will be published in the coming
 Website links that bring you
months.
directly to full copies of an
Remember ASHRAE P188? This was
article or publication while
written by engineering, microbiology,
viewing the newsletter online.
disease prevention and water treatment
experts and provides a comprehensive
Update your profile on memberset of practices that facility managers
Clicks
to indicate how you would like
can follow to help prevent Legionellosis.
to receive the NEHES newsletter.
The standard specifies uniform practices
You can select electronic only, hard
for risk assessment and management.
copy only, or both.

First Impressions from a Non-Engineer
by Dan Marois
NEHES Newsletter Editor

the hospitality was first class and the
attention to detail outstanding.
The registration process was completed
without a hitch and the room check-in
I attended my first NEHES
conference in October of this was quick and efficient. But more than
this, it was the overwhelming willingness
year and I haven’t stopped
of everyone at the event to engage in
thinking about it since.
conversation, freely and willingly sharing
I’ve worked in healthcare public
ideas and discussion. You see, I’m not
relations and marketing in hospitals for
used to this.
over 25 years and I’ve attended many
At the conferences I’ve attended,
health related conferences for public
relations professionals, human resources guests were often uptight and high strung
with everyone trying to outdo each other.
staff, and physician recruiting to name a
few. Some were interesting and inviting; The staff from competing hospitals were
in the same room and you could feel the
others were dull and not worth the time.
The NEHES Conference ranks among tension. Attendees were careful not to
the most interesting and inviting that I’ve share too much information in fear that
they might drop a secret or give an edge
attended, even though I’m not a
healthcare engineer. So what made this to a competitor. The dinner time
event so interesting for someone who can discussions were polite, but guarded,
when it came to healthcare business.
barely operate a Philips screwdriver?
This doesn’t happen at a NEHES
The first thing I can say is the genuine
Conference. Members are willing to
relaxed feeling at the conference where
discuss issues, concerns and projects no
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matter who is at the table. There was a
genuine feeling that members were there
to help out other members and
competition was the last thing on
anyone’s mind.
And as for the presentations, they were
professional and informative. Even with
little or no knowledge about engineering, I
was intrigued with the presentations
about emergency preparedness during
the Boston Marathon bombings, about
the design elements involved in building a
green roof and about the insider’s
information on how to survive a Joint
Commission survey.
When longtime NEHES member Joe
Mona was awarded the Lifetime
Achievement Award, he summed up the
NEHES culture in one line.
“Some of the best friends I’ve ever had
are here in this room.”
And after attending my first NEHES
Conference, I can see why Joe feels this
way.

New Online Resources for NEHES Members
State Chapter Websites —NEHES YouTube Channel
State Tabs on NEHES Home Page— With the start of the new year, each state chapter will have its
own link from the NEHES website home page.
Final drafts are being completed that will include a link to state healthcare engineering chapters in Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont.
“When visitors come to the New England Healthcare Engineers’ Society website, they will have easy access to our
members state associations,” said Ron Vachon, NEHES Website and Newsletter Chair. “This will give members quick
access to what is happening in their own states.”
Vachon said that each
state link will have a consistent look with basic information.
“It will have the logo and
name of the state chapter
as well as a list of chapter
officers. There will also be
an opportunity to list chapter reports, information on
membership meetings, a
calendar of events and
other pertinent news and
Samp
info.”
le Onl
y
Chapters can also include
member information and
member recognition.
“The tabs are not designed to replace any individual websites. They are
designed to provide a onestop location about what is
happening in our states.
Each chapter can individualize their link to provide
what will be the best resources for their members.”

NEHES on YouTube- NEHES has set up a YouTube channel to
keep engaged with members.
There are currently two video clips currently residing on the NEHES
YouTube channel. The first clip is Joe Mona’s acceptance speech after
receiving the NEHES Lifetime Achievement Award. The video captures the heartfelt sentiments of Joe’s association with NEHES through
the years. Go to Joe Mona
The second video is a NEHES promotional clip from interviews with
vendor partners at the 2013 Fall Conference.
Go to NEHES Promo.
In 2014, NEHES will explore the many ways that we could use this
resource. Some ideas include:
 Promoting upcoming seminars and conferences.
 Member recognition.
 Educational sessions.
 Information bulletins from the NEHES Board of Directors.
 NEHES events.
Who knows? You may be a NEHES star on YouTube in 2014!
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Saving Energy
Top Priority in America’s Hospitals

An interview with Clark A. Reed,
national program manager, Energy Star®
Commercial Buildings, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) edited from an article
by Jeff Ferenc for Health Facilities
Management.

Do you see energy-efficiency
becoming more of a priority for
hospitals?
Yes. Hospitals are facing steep cuts in
Medicare reimbursements and they're
looking for savings to cover the shortfall.
Energy costs are continuing to rise
nationally. More and more hospitals see
the value of becoming more
environmentally sustainable. These three
things are causing hospitals to reduce
their energy use.

Medical Support Agency, both
headquartered in Texas. Over the past
four years, Memorial Hermann achieved
an average Energy Star score of 66
across its portfolio, representing a 29point improvement since 2008, and
yielding an $11.8 million improvement to
their bottom line.
The Air Force increased its portfolio–
wide average Energy Star score by 10
points last year, reducing its average
energy use intensity by 104 kBtu per
square foot, and achieving more than
$3 million in energy cost savings.

How can hospital leaders help to
sustain energy management
programs?

What do you see as the best
opportunities for hospitals to
become more energy-efficient?

You can't manage what you don't
measure. Benchmarking a facility's
energy use with Portfolio Manager gives
hospitals the information they need to
drive energy-efficiency and create value.
Once a health care system has
benchmarked, then it can prioritize
projects strategically, focus on
investments and work on improvement.
In short, Portfolio Manager helps to
illuminate the path toward improvement.
I think one of the benefits of
benchmarking in Portfolio Manager is the
ability to get a portfolio wide snapshot of
the performance of your buildings. For
example, how do the hospitals in your
portfolio compare with one another?
How do hospitals compare with similar
facilities across the country?
Create your own private secure
account within Portfolio Manager free of
charge at www.energystar.gov/
benchmark and begin collecting data and
benchmarking.

It doesn't take a lot of money to start
saving energy. Retro commissioning is
where many hospitals begin to cut
energy, because it's a very cost-effective
way to demonstrate quick energy
savings to senior leadership. Over time,
it's natural for building systems to fall out
What is the best way for hospitals to of calibration, malfunction or operate
unnecessarily because of occupancy
start an energy-saving program?
changes.
First, senior leadership makes a formal
Retro commissioning identifies
commitment by creating a policy to save
improper equipment performance and
energy. They commit to allocating staff
brings them back into efficient operation.
and resources to energy management,
Retro commissioning often can result in
establishing goals, and adopting a
a 10 percent or more reduction in energy
philosophy of continuous improvement.
use and increase the life of equipment.
Benchmarking energy performance is
key to deciding what to do next because How else can hospitals save
it helps to establish baselines and set
energy?
goals. For instance, benchmarking
I think the market is improving for all
against the industry can provide key
types
of equipment, but lighting is
insights into the competitive use of
continuing to make very impressive
energy. A hospital may learn that it's
using more energy than average and set advancements in terms of quality and
efficiency. For example, manufacturers
an initial goal of becoming average.
are introducing even more efficient LEDs
Then, when that is reached, strive to
than those on the market and they're
become best-in-class by performing in
enabling them to be used in any fixture,
the top 25 percentile nationally.
As much as 30 percent of energy used any orientation, in any location.
Behavior change is another opportunity
in a typical building, including hospitals,
that often is overlooked in energy
is used unnecessarily and that can add
up to hundreds of thousands of dollars in management but, for those who do it,
another 10 percent energy savings on
savings every year.
average is possible. These organizations
foster an understanding that everyone,
Which hospitals stand out as
not just the facility operations team, is
being energy-efficient?
responsible for reducing energy waste.
There are a number of health care
So lights get turned off when people
systems that are doing great work to
leave a room, computers get turned off at
reduce energy consumption and
the end of the day.
greenhouse gas emissions. Two that
stood out to us in the past year are
Memorial Hermann and the Air Force
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Have senior leadership put a formal
energy policy in writing and designate an
energy director for the organization that
tells everybody that energy management
is not something that's going to
disappear from the radar.

How does the Portfolio
Manager® benchmarking
program help hospitals to
improve their energy-efficiency?

Do you see momentum
continuing for hospitals’ working
at saving energy?
We have seen hospital partners make
dramatic energy savings over a short
period, not because they employed some
advanced technology, but because they
took the time to work out a plan, gain
internal support and took a
systematic approach to saving energy.
When they realize how quickly they
can get 10 and even 20 percent energy
savings, it becomes almost a game, an
obsession even, because their bottom
line and our environment benefit. And
that's what this voluntary program is all
about — a win on all fronts.

NEHES News Nuggets


 NEHES New Board Members

2014 NEHES Fall Conference to
Feature Magical Mystic

NEHES welcomes four new board members!
NEHES members, Steve Jalowiec and Mike Walsh will be
heading up the 2014 Fall Conference in Mystic, Connecticut.
While every New England location is special during the fall
season, Mystic, Connecticut will have that same seaside feel
that members enjoyed during the 2013 Conference in
Portland, Maine.
Here’s a sneak preview of the Mystic Marriott, the
surrounding scenery, the Mystic Aquarium and the famous
Mystic Pizza.









NEHES Fall Conference 2014—Mystic, Connecticut

William C. Smith, Director of Plant Operations at
Winchester Hospital in Winchester, Massachusetts.
Smith is a member of the Massachusetts Healthcare
Facility Professional Society.
Peter Girard, Director of Maintenance for Granite
Ledges/Genesis Healthcare in Concord, New
Hampshire. Girard is a member of the New Hampshire
Society of Healthcare Engineers.
Paul Roth, Engineering Director at Southwestern
Vermont Health Care in Bennington, Vermont. Roth is
a member of the Vermont Healthcare Engineers’
Society.
Mike Walsh, Vice-President for Business
Development at Suffolk Construction in Danvers,
Massachusetts. Walsh is a NEHES Supporting
Member and will be serving as a liaison to the NEHES
Board of Directors.

 Expanding the NEHES Store



In a small way, the NEHES website has already served
as an online store for our association members.
Members can go online to update their member profiles and
preferences thanks to our memberClicks link. And when it
comes to our seminars and conferences, members have
been able to register online to secure their attendance.
In 2014, we’ll explore additional ways that we might expand
online services in what might be called “The NEHES Store.”
“We will want to look at how we sell products like
conferences and reorganized the website to have a
NEHES Store button,” said Ron Vachon, NEHES Website
Chair. “That will allow us to sell everything from shirts and
hats, to conferences and registrations, or golf tournaments
and spouse packages all in one merchant area.”
NEHES Marketing Chair, Dave Rosinski, will lead the effort
to develop a product line and to arrange for sales and distribution. If you have ideas about things to include in a NEHES
store, contact Dave at drosinski@noblehealth.org.

MaineGeneral Medical Center
Credits IPD for Building Success

MaineGeneral Medical Center's new $312 million Alfond
Center for Health opened to the public on November 9 in
Augusta, Maine.
What makes this project so interesting, especially for
healthcare engineers, is that it was completed seven months
ahead of the original schedule and came in under budget.
At the 2013 Fall Conference, a team from MaineGeneral
described Integrated Project Deliver (IPD), a detailed process
committed to exceptional project performance and value to all
participants from all sectors including designers, contractors,
owners and major sub-contractors.
View the IPD team presentation at IPD Team.
View a time lapse video of construction at Time Lapse.

 Fred Rohde Remembered
When the Vermont Healthcare Engineers’ Society received
the Chapter Excellence Award at the Fall Conference, it was
noted that it was the seventh consecutive year receiving the
award, the only chapter to earn this honor.
“We, the members of the Vermont Healthcare Engineers’
Society, proudly accept the award in honor and in memory of
long-time member, Fred Rohde, who passed away in July of
this year,” said Brian Sallisky. “Fred was our chapter
President during the period that this award recognizes.”
Other states honored for the Chapter Excellence Award
were New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Maine.

Alfond Center for Health in Augusta, Maine
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July 18, 2014
Twin State Seminar
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
Lebanon, NH

September 28—October 1, 2014
NEHES Fall Conference
Mystic Marriott
Mystic, CT
Organizers:
Connecticut Healthcare Engineers’ Society
Chairs: Steve Jalowiec and Bill Smith

Organizers:
Vermont Healthcare Engineers’ Society
Chair: Mark Blanchard



August 3-6, 2014
ASHE Annual Conference and Technical
Exhibition
Chicago, IL

NEHES Spring Seminar
Four Points Sheraton
Leominster, MA

elydon@nhs-healthlink.org

pcantrel@crhc.org



ASHE Summit & Exhibition on Health
Facility Planning, Design, & Construction
Orlando, FL

President
Ed Lydon, SASHE, CHFM
President-Elect
Paul Cantrell, CE, CPE,
CHFM

March 16-19, 2014

For full list of ASHE Calendar of Events
ASHE Events

Thanks to our NEHES President—Gary Valcourt
Thank you Gary Valcourt
for a successful year as our
President! We value your
participation and thank you
for your leadership.

rvachon@stmarysmaine.com

ASHE Region 1 Director
Vacant
Membership Chair
Bill Smith
bsmith@winhosp.org
*************
Administrative Director
Jack Gosselin
jack@nehes.org
Administrative
Director’s Office
Michele Gosselin
michele@nehes.org
Newsletter Editor
Dan Marois
dmarois@fairpoint.net
Office of the
Administrative Director
New England Healthcare
Engineers' Society
47 Water St.
Mystic, CT 06355
The opinions expressed by
authors do not necessarily reflect the
policy of NEHES.

GOOD READS AND WEBSITES
Resources recommended by NEHES Members for NEHES Members

NEHES Member, Paul Cantrell recommends reading:
Six Thinking Hats by Edward de Bono
“This is used to describe the tools
for group discussion and individual thinking”

Checklist Manifesto: How To Get Things Right by Atul Gawande
“This book describes the importance of checklists in our lives.”

Thanks to Our Newsletter Sponsor

All material in this newsletter is provided for information only, and should
not be construed as professional
advice. Please consult with your own
professional advisors.
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CODES & STANDARDS

ASHRAE* 188P— What’s Your Progress?
If you haven’t thought about ASHhave been diagnosed with LegionRAE 188 for some time, here’s an upnaires’ Disease since June 1,
date to remind you about the issues
2013. No source identified yet.
healthcare engineers face with this
 The Legionnaires’ disease outstandard.
break, which began at Wesley
Information is taken from a variety of
Ridge Retirement Community in
sources including the American SociReynoldsburg, Ohio, has risen to
ety of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air39 cases since July, 2013, making
Conditioning Engineers, the Occupait the largest Legionnaires’ outtional Safety and Health Administration
break in Ohio history.
and the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
What causes outbreaks?
Top three conditions in outbreaks:
At the core of ASHRAE 188P:
 Lack of familiarity with water
The standard outlines a technical
systems
consensus about what must be done
-Not understood
to prevent legionellosis associated with
-Not maintained
building water systems. The new stan-  Lack of effective microbiological
dard will require that facility managers
control
implement stronger safeguards
-Disinfectant too low
through pro-active risk assessment
-Piping not insulated properly
and risk management practices.
 Lack of coordinated prevention
efforts
And what is legionellosis?
-Disconnect between Infection
Also called Legionnaires’ disease, it
Control and Facility Managers
is a type of pneumonia (lung infection)
-No teamwork or education
caused by a type of bacteria called
Legionella.
What do I need to do to comply?
Each year, between 8000 and
 Provide Legionella prevention
18,000 people are hospitalized with the
awareness.
disease.
 Prepare HACCP Plan
Legionella bacteria are found natu Implement HACCP Plan
rally in the environment, usually in
warm water.

And what is HACCP?

It stands for Hazard Analysis Critical
Control
Points.
The Milwaukee Health Department
confirmed that 21 city residents

Any Outbreaks?


The plan must have the following:
 Members of HACCP Team
 Process Flow Diagrams
 Hazard Analysis Summaries
 Monitoring Schedule
 Equipment Device Maintenance
 Validation Summary
 Verification Schedule
 Other Information as Needed

Must I test for Legionella?
HACCP team should decide how
often/how many tests based on many
factors. Legionella testing is usually
part of validation.

What will the future hold for
ASHRAE 188P?




It is expected that many agencies,
including The Joint Commission,
will adopt this standard as best
practice.
Limit the liability of your organization by adhering to best practices.

What if I want more information
on ASHRAE 188P?
Here are a few helpful links:

NEHES Presentation
Health Facilities Management
ASHE Blog (ASHE Access Required)

*What exactly is ASHRAE? The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers was
formed in 1959 by the merger of the American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHAE) founded in 1894
and The American Society of Refrigerating Engineers (ASRE) founded in 1904.
ASHRAE is a building technology society with more than 54,000 members worldwide. The Society and its members focus
on building systems, energy efficiency, indoor air quality, refrigeration and sustainability within the industry. Through
research, standards writing, publishing and continuing education, ASHRAE shapes tomorrow’s built environment today.
Mission: To advance the arts and sciences of heating, ventilating, air conditioning and refrigerating to serve humanity and
promote a sustainable world. For more info, www.ashrae.org/
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ASHRAE 188P At A Glance

Slides from presentation by Nora Rothschild, Environmental Technology Manager at
ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP, a division of Barclay Water Management, Inc. -Twin State Seminar, 2013.
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Saving Energy Topics
Revamped E2C program offers
friendly competition
The Energy Efficiency Challenge (E2C)
program now offers hospitals a way to
compete with
others in their
regions.
ASHE will still
be giving E2C
awards to hospitals or health
care campuses that reduce energy use by at least
10 percent over a 12-month period. But
the expanded E2C program also allows
hospitals to create team challenges.
Hospitals can challenge other facilities
within their health care system, ASHE
chapter, or ASHE region. For more information on the E2C program and the new
awards available, visit E2C-Compete

Reducing Operational Cost
Through Smarter Energy Use
The latest building automation systems
(BAS) offer energy management features
that allow hospital facilities managers to
improve efficiency and save money.
These technological advances
incorporate systems integration and the
use of cloud technologies for data
storage and computing, among other
features. Precise monitoring and
measurement are the keys to success.
There is a trend in hospitals to go
beyond a typical building management
system's scope and to use all data
available to not only monitor and adjust,
but to track, optimize, perform advanced
analytics, improve forecasting and have
truly actionable information. When all this
big data become usable information, a
facilities manager can better prioritize
short- and long-term workloads, and
energy conservation projects, experts
agree.
For complete article, go to SmartEnergy-Use

Energy Department to Deploy
Combined Heat and Power,
Boost Industrial Efficiency
Underscoring President Obama’s Climate Action Plan to cut harmful
emissions and double energy
efficiency, the Energy Department is

taking action to develop the next
generation of combined heat and power
(CHP) technology and help local communities and businesses make costeffective investments that save money
and energy.
As part of
this effort,
the Energy
Department
has
launched
seven new
regional Combined Heat and Power
Technical Assistance Partnerships
across the country to help strengthen
U.S. manufacturing competitiveness,
lower energy consumption and reduce
harmful emissions.
Fact sheet from Energy Department:
Energy-Sheet
Top 10 Things You Didn’t Know About
Combined Heat and Power Blog: Energy
-Tips
CHP Technical Assistance Partnerships: CHP-Partners

A Combined Heat and Power
Guide for Massachusetts
Hospital Decision Makers
High energy costs in Massachusetts,
coupled with aggressive efforts by
hospitals to reduce operating costs have
made CHP development in the Commonwealth particularly attractive. CHP
includes a range of technologies, from
large gas turbines that can serve loads
of 50 megawatts or more, to small
reciprocating engines designed to serve
loads of 20 kW or smaller.
Hospitals throughout Massachusetts
have strategically deployed CHP to
support a number of goals including:
 Significantly reducing grid power
purchases.
 Avoiding utility peak demand
charges.
 Meeting facility emergency
preparedness goals by providing off
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grid operations capability.
Substantially mitigating greenhouse
gas emissions.
Reducing pollutant emissions that
impact the health and welfare of
local residents.

Take a look at this resource that has
been developed in Massachusetts. CHP
Mass Resource

Blue– The New Green
Reducing water use by adopting
water-efficient products, services and
practices in these facilities can have a
great impact in lowering water and sewer
costs, and can help to meet challenges
faced by communities to meet water demands, save energy and reduce stress
on natural resources.
With cost savings and social
responsibility in mind, consider that
the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design for Existing
Buildings Operations and Management (LEED-EBOM) requires a 20
percent reduction in water use as a
prerequisite for project recertification.
The Cleaning Industry Management
Standard for Green Buildings (CIMSGB), calls for organizations to have a
resource conservation plan, including
water.
Going through the process of building
a water conservation plan helps
organizations identify water use, discover
opportunities for savings, set goals, take
action and commit to continuous
improvement. Blue-New-Green

Compliance with New Air Pollution Regulations for Boilers and
Emergency Generators
At the NEHES Fall Conference, Rick
Soucy from GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
gave an overview of this detailed subject.
He noted that recent federal regulations
will have impact on hospital operations
and that the affected equipment includes
boilers, emergency generators, chiller
engines, and co-generation engines.
“The regulations are complex and compliance deadlines are looming,” said
Soucy. “Healthcare engineers should
concentrate on compliance requirements
(How to comply?) and the compliance
schedule (When to comply?)”
For complete presentation, click here.

News from ASHE & The Joint Commission
ASHE Offers Commissioning
Resources in E-book Format
ASHE is now offering two books in an
electronic format that can be read on
your computer and certain tablets and
mobile phones. The e-book versions of
Health Facility Commissioning Guidelines and the Health Facility Commissioning Handbook are now available in
the ASHE store. For more details about
these new e-books, visit the ASHE store

New Mobile ASHE App Provides
Resources
A new
app for
mobile
devices
provides
on-the-go
access to
resources
for busy
health care
facility professionals,
including
regulatory
updates,
news, education opportunities,
and acronyms.
The new
Mobile ASHE app provides free mobile
access to the following information:
 News: The ASHE news feed provides the latest developments in the
field, including regulatory updates on
codes and standards, news stories,
and press releases.
 Acronyms: The Mobile ASHE app
allows users to browse or search to
find meanings for hundreds of health
care, business, and military acronyms.
 Monographs: ASHE members can
access these publications, which
cover single topics on issues such
as facility engineering, design and
construction, and safety and security
management.
 Calendar: The calendar provides an
updated listing of ASHE events,
including conferences, webinars,
workshops, and educational
opportunities.

NIH Outlines Fume Hood Testing



Social Media: This section of the app Procedure
connects users with ASHE’s social
media including LinkedIn, Twitter,
The National Institutes for Health (NIH)
YouTube, and the ASHE Blog.
outlined its fume hood testing protocol in
a recent newsletter.
Visit iTunes store or Google Play to
The protocol, an enhanced testing
download Mobile ASHE.
procedure for testing fume hoods,
includes specific definitions,
New National Electrical Code;
instrumentation requirements, and pass/
fail criteria.
Changes for Facilities
For more details on the testing
procedure,
read the recent NIH
Health care today relies on electricity
newsletter, Hood Testing.
to power equipment delivering an array
of patient care functions. As
sophisticated as this equipment is,
however, it does not operate without
reliable power delivered through the
facility’s fixed electrical infrastructure.
The 2014 NEC includes some
important changes related to health care
facilities, updates that bring the electrical
infrastructure requirements in line with
the need for electrical power associated
with current health care practices. One
key set of changes focuses on the terms
used in the requirements covering health
care facilities.
The NFPA Journal outlines the
changes, which are intended to bring
the electrical infrastructure requirements in line with the need for electrical power that modern health care has.
NEC-Changes

Joint Commission posts new
FAQs on standards

EPA Workshops
A series of workshops will give you an
opportunity to learn about your facility's
planning and reporting obligation under
the Emergency Planning and Community
Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA). Take advantage of this opportunity to understand
how the State Emergency Response
Commission (SERC) and your Local
Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC)
can help you with your reporting,
planning and prevention. The workshop
is free. Workshops run from 8:30am12pm.
Upcoming Dates and Locations
1/8/14 in Manchester, NH
1/10/14 in Northfield VT
1/13/13 in Chestnut Hill, MA
1/15/13 in Newburyport, MA
EPA-workshops

Life Safety Code Waivers

The Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid
Services (CMS) is offering
The Joint Commission recently posted
additional categorical waivers on several
several new frequently asked
provisions of the required 2000 edition of
questions—and their answers—on its
NFPA 101: Life Safety Code®. A new
website.
ASHE issue brief outlines these waivers
Topics include:
and gives details on
 Emergency cart security for
the waiver process.
the ambulatory care, critical access
CMS is offering
hospitals, and hospital programs.
waivers in several
 Laundering of surgical scrubs and
categories, including
other attire for the ambulatory
medical gas master
care, critical access hospitals,
alarms, openings in
office-based surgery, and
exit enclosures,
hospital programs.
emergency genera Use of self-contained high level distors, doors, suites, and
infection units for semi-critical deextinguishing systems. For more inforvices for the ambulatory care, critical
mation, go to CMS-waivers.
access hospitals, office based
surgery and hospital programs.
NEHES RESOURCE: Look at Eugene
 Collecting the patient’s preferred
Cable’s presentation on the Life Safety
language for ambulatory and hospi- Score Card from the Fall Conference.
tal programs.
Life-Safety-Scorecard
Go to the Joint Commission website.
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Design and Environment
Study: Better Lighting May Help
Patients

Health Care Furniture Focuses
on Technology Access

Exposing hospital patients to more
natural light may help them get a better
night's sleep and reduce the amount of
pain they experience, according to the
Journal of Advanced Nursing.
The research found that hospitalized
patients were primarily exposed to low
levels of light 24 hours a day, without the
natural fluctuation between bright and
low light that can help maintain normal
sleep patterns. The study was too small
to be widely applied, but it could spur
more research in this area.
Light-For-Patients

Given the pervasive nature of clinical,
business and consumer electronics in
hospitals today, health care interiors
must be "environments that are not only
beautiful, but opportunities to access
technology," says Nicole Allis, portfolio
lead, Nemschoff Inc., Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

Choice In Lighting Approaches
Speed of Light
Of all the products needed to build new
healthcare facilities or update existing
ones, none has undergone the basic
changes more than selections for
lighting.
While components like HVAC systems
and building envelopes have been
improved upon incrementally over time,
lighting has been rocked by the growing
use of LEDs (light-emitting diodes). This
shift has changed the way architects,
lighting designers, and healthcare facility
decision-makers approach this specific
piece of the building puzzle, evaluating
the cost of lighting buildings and the
quality of the light that’s emitted and its
effects on patients and staff.
Studies comparing traditional
fluorescent lighting to LED illumination in
healthcare facilities indicate that LEDs
offer an effective strategy for energy
savings with fixtures rated to operate for
50,000 or more hours. The studies also
cite the visual quality of LED light is
maintained over time as the color of the
light output (as measured by the color
rendering index, or CRI) remains equal
to that of the lamp when new.
Other benefits include reduced
maintenance because of the longer life
of LEDs and disposal costs, and smaller
physical size, offering flexibility in its use
should the activities in the illuminated
area be changed. LEDs can be dimmed
through a control system that is installed
with the fixtures, if more or less light
output is required. Once priced at a premium, supply is catching up with demand
and the cost differential is narrowing.
For more info, Lighting-Options

Furnishings designed to help patients,
visitors and caregivers use technology
can improve the quality of care by enabling this equipment to enhance, rather
than interfere with, the caregiver-patient
relationship; these furnishings also can
make the overall patient experience better by providing a distraction to reduce
anxiety or allowing people to use waiting
time productively.
Furniture designed for health care environments is increasingly focused on providing technological access to patients,
visitors, and caregivers.
For the complete article in Health Facilities Management, go to TechnologyFurnishings

Hospitals Looking For Design
And Durability In Flooring Options
Facility planners and designers want
flooring that will deliver durability, ease
of maintenance and sustainability, all
while giving a hospitality like aesthetic.
And health planners and designers
have a warrant to be demanding.
"Flooring is one of the biggest
decisions that is made on a project,"
says Jocelyn Stroupe, AAHID, EDAC,
IIDA, ASID, principal and health care
interiors design practice leader, Cannon
Design, Chicago. "It undergoes a tremendous amount of scrutiny."
She adds that many of her clients
want selections made on evidencebased design — not just the look and
feel of the product. "Using strong criteria
takes the decision to a different level,"
she says. "The data are out there on
performance and durability of flooring,
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but sometimes you have to dig for it."
See some flooring solutions in Health
Facilities Management. Go to ToughFlooring

Nursing Homes Now Required to
Be Fully Sprinklered
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is now requiring
nursing homes to be fully sprinklered to
participate in Medicare and Medicaid.
Nursing homes were originally required
to be fully sprinklered by August 2013.
CMS suggested a proposed rule in
February that would have allowed
extensions under certain circumstances,
but the rule was never finalized so the
August deadline went into effect.
CMS said in an August memo about
the issue that nursing homes that are not
fully sprinklered face citations. CMS
estimated in August that approximately
1,150 facilities were partially sprinklered
and about 140 were not sprinklered.
In New England states, 3 nursing
homes are not sprinklered and 16 are
only partially sprinklered.
For more info, go to Nursing-HomeSprinklers

Spaces for Palliative Care
Palliative Care is becoming a profitable
venture for hospitals with many facilities
turning vacant units to accommodate this
service.
“Palliative care is an approach
that improves the quality of life
of patients and their families
facing the problems associated
with life-threatening illness,
through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of
early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment
of pain and other problems —
physical, psychosocial and spiritual."- World Health Organization
The Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy & Clinical Practice reported in 2011
that one quarter of all Medicare spending
was for care to patients in the last year of
life. If, by implementing palliative care
services, patient/family satisfaction can
be achieved along with financial savings,
adding a palliative care may be vital.
Here’s an article with things to consider
for palliative care including the patient
room, privacy, light, electronics, storage,
and artwork. Calming Rooms.

News For Busy Engineers
Weighing The Costs and
Benefits of New Regulations

The CIHQ is not outlined in this article,
but watch future editions of the ASHE
The hospital industry is one of the
Insider for information on this program.
most highly regulated of all public
The article and accompanying
service. The typical rules that apply to all
comparison chart includes details of
businesses, such as sound accounting
each organization to help hospital facility
practices, safety practices regulated
managers understand and consider varithrough OSHA, labor and employment
laws, and many others—apply to medical ous options. CMSaccrediting
facilities.
Food Recovery Challenge Rallys
In addition to these, hospitals must
also comply with the Emergency Medical in New Hampshire
Treatment & Labor Act, the Health
In 2011, the Environmental Protection
Insurance Portability and Accountability Agency PA started the Food Recovery
Act and the new Affordable Care Act.
Challenge, which invites organizations
Have you ever wondered whether the nationwide to reduce the amount of food
people responsible for writing hospitals
they buy and throw out, and to divert
codes, standards and regulations take
surplus food to feed people. More than
into account the costs of their decisions? 50 schools, hospitals and businesses
A new article in the digital edition of
participate in the challenge, including
Inside ASHE magazine shows how the
Parkland Medical Center in Derry.
Facility Guidelines Institute weighs the
“It’s part of our Healthy Hospital Initiacosts and benefits of proposals to the
tive program,” said Peggy Connors, diGuidelines for Design and Construction
rector of food and nutrition services at
of Hospitals and Outpatient Facilities.
Parkland Medical Center. “It’s the right
See the conclusions at Regulationthing to do.”
Costs
Connors said Waste Management
picks up Parkland’s food waste each
Comparing Hospital Accrediting week and delivers it to Brick Ends Farm,
a composting facility in Hamilton, Mass.
Organizations
Connors said the hospital produces
about 64 gallons a week of food waste.
The Centers for Medicare and MediChristine Belling, a project engineer
caid Services (CMS) has given deeming with the EPA, said she believes recycling
authority to three hospital accrediting
food will only grow.
organizations: the Joint Commission; Det
“It’s still relatively new,” she said. “But it
Norske Veritas Healthcare, Inc. (DNV);
is burgeoning in many places and I beand the Healthcare Facilities Accreditalieve it will continue to grow.”
tion Program (HFAP).
Recycle-Food

Physical Environment Essential
to Patient Outcomes

Representatives from all three
organizations spoke at ASHE’s Annual
Conference in Atlanta earlier this year.
Presenters offered an overview of their
respective organizations, accreditation
processes, and survey findings.
This article includes highlights from
each presentation and details of each
organization to help hospital facility
managers understand and consider
various options.
After the Annual Conference, CMS
granted hospital deeming authority to a
fourth organization, the Center for
Improvement in Healthcare Quality’s
(CIHQ) Hospital Accreditation Program.

The Center for Health Design believes
that there’s a large body of evidence
attesting to the fact that the physical
environment impacts many essential
healthcare outcomes including patient
and staff safety, patient stress and satisfaction, staff effectiveness, the quality of
care, sustainability, and healthcare cost.
Just as medicine has increasingly
moved toward “evidence-based
medicine,” where clinical decisions are
informed by research, healthcare design
is increasingly guided by rigorous
research linking physical environment to
healthcare outcomes and is moving
toward “evidence-based design” (EBD).
Based on literature reviews conducted
at The Center for Health Design (CHD),
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here’s a list of the top 10 design features
that are proven to impact multiple
important outcomes in healthcare.








Single-bed patient rooms
Access to nature
Access to daylight and sunlight
HEPA filters
Sound-absorbing ceiling tiles
Ceiling lifts
Visible and accessible hand washing
sinks and dispensers
 Decentralized nursing stations
 Family areas within patient care
spaces
 Staff respite space
For a more detailed look at the elements
on this list, go to the complete article at
Physical Outcomes.

Pervious, Permeable, and
Porous
The three P’s for pavers often are used
interchangeably by professionals without
regard to their unique characteristics.
They are, however, not the same.
Each possesses certain physical
and aesthetic
qualities that
need to be
considered
prior to project design
and installation. Careful consideration of site characteristics and project objectives will enable
the owner to minimize storm water runoff
and maximize the water quality benefits
these products provide.
The goal in using these types of pavers
for storm water control is to limit runoff at
the source, reduce downstream erosion,
and improve water quality by filtering
pollutants in the substrata layers.
In the case of both pervious and porous
pavers, this is partially achieved within
the paver before water enters the layers
below.
With permeable pavers, water is
circumvented around the paver, and the
filtering process begins between the
pavers in the void space filled with select
aggregates. All three types require a
similar compacted stone aggregate
layering process beneath the surface to
accept the storm water and create a
“reservoir” prior to the water percolating.
Learn more about pervious, permeable
and porous at Pavers.

News For Busy Engineers
Transitioning to Safer
Chemicals

exceed
OEM standards. If an
empty carWorkplace chemical exposures have
tridge is
been linked to cancers, and other lung,
damaged
kidney, skin, heart, stomach, brain,
or not able
nerve, and reproductive diseases.
to be reEstablishing a chemical management
used, it is
system that goes beyond simply complyrecycled
ing with OSHA standards and strives to
into component parts. The
reduce or eliminate chemical hazards at
cartridges are disassembled and the
the source through informed substitution
plastic ground and then extruded to
best protects workers. Transitioning to
create pellets.
safer alternatives can be a complex unAbout 90% of the cartridge by weight is
dertaking, but a variety of existing
plastic. The pellets are sold in the open
resources make it easier.
market as reprocessed raw material for
OSHA has developed this step-by-step
injection molding, and at least some of it
toolkit to provide employers and workers
is used in the production of new office
with information, methods, tools, and
supplies.
guidance on using informed substitution
Metal pieces from the disassembled
in the workplace.
cartridges are also processed and either
The steps for transitioning to safer
reused or recycled.
chemicals include:
The results are eye-opening:
Check it out: OSHA-Toolkit
 Savings to Partners range from 3050%, depending on the cartridge
type, by switching from OEM
(original equipment manufactured)
to remanufactured ink and toner
cartridges.
 A laser cartridge adds approximately 2.5 pounds of metal and
plastic to our landfills and requires
up to 3.5 quarts of oil to manufacture. To date, Partners has collected, recycled and diverted
18,867 empties from our landfills.
More info: Toner-Recycle

A Granite State of Mind
The New Hampshire Hospitals for a
Healthy Environment (NH3E) is a network of hospitals
Even while the health care industry
concerned with how
strives to be paperless in its record
their practices can
keeping and documentation, imaging
impact the
products are found everywhere. Printing,
environment and
copying and faxing results in thousands
health of the commuof ink and toner cartridges available for
nities they serve. Its
recycling.
members learn from,
As part of its sustainability and Patient
and with, other New
Affordability program, Partners HealthHampshire hospitals
care System in Charleston, MA sought to
facing similar environgrow a closed loop manufacturing
mental challenges.
process in partnership with Roxbury
NH3E hospitals also
Technology to prevent cartridges from
work
to
reduce
the
volume
and toxicity of
ending up in landfills.
their waste.
Collected cartridges are
remanufactured at Roxbury Technology’s More info including online presentations from NH3E meetings: NH3Efacility at Hyde Park, MA, and tested to
Website
meet or

Imaging Products Recycled
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Listen to Take 5 TJC Podcasts

What to do when a sentinel
event occurs?
Sentinel events happen. And, when
they do, The Joint Commission’s
patient safety specialists like Trish
McColl are available to listen, guide
and validate the steps your
organization is taking.
Hear more about what to do when a
sentinel event or a near miss occurs. [13:08] TJC-Sentinel Event

Top Performer Program
Is your hospital a Top Performer?
Find out more about this designation
and the data behind it from Mary Kay
Bowie and Sharon Sprenger, from The
Joint Commission’s Division of Healthcare Quality Evaluation. [8:33]
TJC-Top-Performers

Hospital's Web-Based
Training Program Improves
Worker Safety
Bill Warren, the manager of training
and development for the facilities
engineering and maintenance
department at the University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center Presbyterian Shadyside Hospital, discusses
his facility's web-based training
program.
“There was a need for a consistent
and standardized work-safety training
program to meet regulatory requirements for our maintenance employees,” said Warren. “At UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside, our maintenance
department worked together with the
hospital's Environmental Health and
Safety Department to develop a set of
work safety training courses for our
maintenance crafts employees.”
The implementation of the program
earned the facility a 2013 Facility
Maintenance Decisions Achievement
Award.
For print article and podcast:
Web-Based-Training

50 of the Greenest Hospitals in America Honored—6 in New England

Becker's Hospital Review features up-to-date business and legal news and analysis relating to hospitals and health systems.

The organization is now recycling 48% of
all waste produced and they also recycle
55 % of all blue wrap used or over 1000
lbs per month.
They also have a robust composting
program where all food scraps produced
at the facility are collected for compost.

said diverted almost 14,000 pounds of
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
St. Joseph also holds annual Earth
Day awareness events and incents
departments with an annual recycling
award.
Women and Infants Hospital of Rhode
Island (Providence).
In 2010, Women and Infants Hospital,
along with three other organizations,
helped form Hospitals for a Healthy
Environment in Rhode Island. H2ERI's
main focus is to help healthcare
providers in the state transition to best
practices that encourage environmental
sustainability, such as reducing medical
devices that have toxic compounds like
PVC and DEHP.
The 247-bed Women and Infants also
constructed a new pavilion in 2010 that
achieved LEED Gold certification, and it
allots parking spaces for hybrid vehicles.

Becker's Hospital Review has named
its annual list of the top 50 Greenest
Hospitals in America. Six of them are
located in New England with NEHES
members on staff.

Martha's Vineyard Hospital (Oak
Bluffs, Mass.).
Martha's Vineyard Hospital is a 25-bed
critical access hospital located on the
island of Martha's Vineyard. In 2011, the
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center facility received LEED Gold certification
(Lebanon, N.H.).
— the only acute-care facility in
James Varnum, former president of
Massachusetts to achieve that high of a
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center,
certification. MVH, an affiliate of Bostoninstilled a sustainability mentality at the
based Partners HealthCare, incorporated
hospital during his tenure. In 1999, he
many green features into its design, such
said: "Hospitals across the country each as bio-retention areas for water runoff,
day work hard at improving health in
computer-monitored energy performance
their communities, yet they generate 2
and 200 energy-producing solar panels.
million tons of waste a year, some of it
MVH also actively promotes the
very toxic. If we pollute our neighborYale-New Haven (Conn.) Hospital.
Planetree model of care, which centers
hoods with poor waste-management
on patient-centered elements like natural
Yale-New Haven Hospital has
practices, we contribute to the very
light and healing gardens.
implemented a progressive sustainability
health problems we're committed to curapproach for
ing."
MetroWest Medical Center
the past sev- “Our WorkSMART
Since then, Dartmouth-Hitchcock has
(Framingham, Mass).
eral years,
Committee and our
been an environmental leader, earning
Sustainability practices at MetroWest
and its efawards from the EPA, Practice GreenMedical Center, an organization with two forts yielded Sustainability
Teams, led by Crishealth and other environmental agenhospital campuses and part of Nashville, positive recies. In 2009, the hospital also began
Tenn.-based Vanguard Health Systems, sults in 2012. tina Devito, MS,
calculating its ecological footprint — by
revolve around its Go Green Committee. Last year,
YNHH Sustainability
products, energy, food, waste, transporAmy Collins, MD, an emergency
the facility
Coordinator, are
tation, water and built land — to pinpoint medicine physician at MetroWest,
reduced
constantly looking
the best ways to improve.
founded MetroWest's Go Green Commit- medical
for new ways to
tee in 2007, and she also serves as a
waste vollessen our impact
Fletcher Allen Health Care
healthcare sustainability consultant for
ume 2 peron the environment.”
(Burlington, Vt.).
Vanguard and is a steering committee
cent, recyVermont's only academic medical cen- member for the Healthier Hospitals
cled 95 per- - Stephen J. Carter, is becoming a bastion for healthcare Initiative.
cent of major bery, VP, Facilities,
sustainability across the country. BeSome of the medical center's main
construction Design, Constructween 2008
achievements include widespread
and
tion & Real Estate at
“We’re blessed to be composting, system-wide recycling efand 2013,
demolition
Yale-New Haven
the organiza- in Vermont. Susforts, improved medical waste practices debris and
Hospital.
tion elimitainability is a way of and healthier food and nutrition options diverted
nated
for
patients
and
the
community.
more
than
life here, so there is
roughly 9
300,000 pounds of food waste into a
an enormous
million kWh
St. Joseph Hospital (Nashua, N.H.).
bio-digester.
of electricity amount of passion
St. Joseph Hospital and its parent
The hospital has received awards such
consumption and commitment at
system, Covenant Health Systems in
as the Leadership Award for
through en- all levels.” - Wes
Tewksbury, Mass., have outlined today's Sustainability Excellence from VHA and
ergy conser- Pooler, Director of
environmental issues as a guiding princi- Making Medicine Mercury Free Award
vation efple within their organizations.
from Practice Greenhealth. In 2010,
Facilities Manageforts.
"We practice responsible stewardship YNHH was recognized by the New
ment and EnvironFletcher
of the resources entrusted to us and
England Transportation Demand
mental Services at
Allen's
create healthy environments for our
Management Conference for its work in
Fletcher Allen
greening
employees and the people we serve."
encouraging alternative forms of
initiatives are Health Care
The 208-bed St. Joseph has adhered
transportation.
led by a
to that philosophy by partnering with a
green team and a management-level
medical waste company for reusable
To view all top 50 hospitals:
"sustainability council."
sharps containers — a move the hospital Top-Green-Hospitals
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